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OVERVIEW !
TOPIC 
How far do you agree that the play illustrates the failure of the American Dream? !
THESIS 
The play can be read simply as ‘Miller's indictment of the competitive, capitalistic society that is 
responsible for dehumanising the individual and transforming the once promising American Dream into 
a nightmare’ (Centola). Be that as it may, the audience is called to empathise with the characters as 
‘victims’ of a society in need of ‘human’ values and realise that they, like the characters, can be better. !
METHODS 
1. Genre: naturalistic setting and dialogue that is identifiable and relatable for the audience 
2. Structure: Chris’s idealism is contradicted at the end of Act 3 as he admits to being ‘practical’ 
3. Structure: Joe’s suicide in Act 3 is pivotal to the play’s condemnation of the American Dream 
4. Setting and motif: references to material goods, income and value of the Kellers’ house 
5. Imagery: bestial images associated with self-interest (‘dog’, ‘zoo’, ‘beast’) 
6. Language: pragmatism (‘practical’), shame (‘wrong’) and loyalty (‘for you’) 
7. Characterisation: Jim as authorial voice or Greek chorus, commenting on society’s ‘illness’ !
CONCERNS 
1. Materialism: property and wealth are quintessential aspirations in the world of the play 
2. Family loyalty: preservation of kin and marital bliss take precedence over ideals 
3. Guilt and shame: Chris’s questionable ‘shame’ about money; Keller’s self-justification 
4. Social responsibility: providing for one’s family is at odds with culpability for one’s wrongs !
QUESTIONS 
1. In what ways is the American Dream a major concern in Miller’s entire body of work? 
2. In what ways are Miller’s characters entrapped by the American Dream? 
3. How does the character of Jim embody the compromise that one has to make? 
4. How are Chris and Ann portrayed as self-interested and practical too? 
5. Why does Joe Keller hang onto the notion that he is not guilty even at the end? 
6. Why does the play posit the American Dream as having ‘failed’ America? 
7. Why does the play end on the line, ‘Forget now. Live.’? Is this final line ironic in tone? 
8. Does the audience condemn or sympathise with characters for living by the American Dream? !

All My Sons 
American Dreamers 
Materialism, self-interest and a tragic conclusion
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THE DREAMERS CHA-CHING 
The play’s message seems disarmingly simple. The American Dream of a ‘better, richer and fuller’ life is 
a fallacy that will undo both individual and society. Reject the destructive pair of self-interest and 
materialism. Through an ensemble of tragic characters who eagerly pursue ‘the petty business of life in 
the suburbs’, All My Sons voices criticism of moral and social standards in a contemporary America 
where human values are increasingly displaced by material values, compassion dissolved by pragmatism. 
This sense of corruption is condensed in a line from the opening scene; already, ‘humanity’ takes second 
place to money (‘Warner Brothers salary’). !
!
The idea of a Warner Brothers salary may not seem recognisable in the scenes of suburban middle-class 
life that populate the play. For its social commentary and criticism to resonate, a dramatic work must 
first be relatable to its audience. The naturalistic style of All My Sons, with its half-inarticulate, informal 
speech, would certainly prove familiar to an American audience of the forties and fifties. They are 
introduced then to the idyllic setting of the Kellers’ home, built at a significant sum of ‘fifteen thousand 
in the early twenties’ (3). The ‘tight and comfortable’ house, embodying the American Dream, is 
something Miller’s audience of the time may well have aspired to or already proudly call their own. The 
conscious description of the home’s monetary value is perhaps more interesting, predicting the 
audience’s money-minded outlook and reminding the reader of the play’s concerns. Playwright David 
Mamet is said to have remarked after watching a production of Death of a Salesman, ‘that is my story!’. 
One imagines that Miller intends for audiences of All My Sons to make the same connection. The 
American Dream is not confined to America (as theatregoers in China and Israel might attest), and so 
are the perils of pursuing it. !
EVERYBODY’S GOT A PRICE 
The dialogue that opens the play is a reflection of the zeitgeist  , as the characters discuss ‘want ads’, ‘high 1

prices’, ‘business’ and making a ‘living’ on a day of rest. This language of material success is on the lips of 
Miller’s characters, each a ‘low man’ similar to Willy Loman of Death of a Salesman. !

!
The audience is made witness—and jury—to continuous references to money, salary, goods and property 
through the play’s three acts. The word ‘money’ alone recurs twenty seven times, a fair reflection that 
the entire community is, in Keller’s words, ‘too… too… realistic’ (8).  

JIM. I would love to help humanity on a Warner Brothers salary. (Act One, 7)

KELLER. I don’t know, I don’t read the news part any more. It’s more interesting in the want ads. [...] 
KELLER. No, I’m just interested. To see what people want, y’know? For instance, here’s a guy is lookin’ for two 
Newfoundland dogs. Now what’s he want with two Newfoundland dogs? [...] 
KELLER. Here’s another one. Wanted—old dictionaries. High prices paid. Now what’s a man going to do with an 
old dictionary? [...] 
KELLER. You mean he’ll make a living out of  that? 
FRANK. Sure, there’s a lot of  them. 
KELLER (shaking his head). All the kind of  business goin’ on... (Act One, 4-5)
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!  zeitgeist: the defining spirit or mood of a particular period of history as shown by the ideas and beliefs of the time; in this case, materialism and pragmatism.1



As ‘a kind of counterpoint to the idealism’ expressed by the play, money is invoked by character after 
character as a route to happiness (Bigsby 82). Ann’s dress, a princely ‘three weeks’ salary’, becomes a 
visual representation of consumerism and its supposed joys (stage directions ‘overcome’, ‘swings around’). 
Ann, like the other characters, cannot ‘resist’ the material life or the self-interest fastened to it. !

!
So too does Jim, a medical doctor who abandoned research which pays only ‘twenty five dollars a week’ 
for a more lucrative general practice. While his wife Sue speaks of the ‘ten dollars’ (8) that he could earn 
by holding Mr. Hubbard’s hand as a casual joke, her ‘commandingly sweet’ coaxing (26) suggests that 
the money will give the family comforts that would not come otherwise. The audience is likely to 
observe the measure of pride Sue takes in their house when she asks for Ann to ‘come over later’ (9) 
and George to ‘Come and see what we did with it’ (56). The Baylisses — one might imagine the name to 
be a pun — are portrayed as a moderate example of the ‘bliss’ that comes with the American Dream.  !
Both the Lubeys, with their toaster and malted mixer (8-10), and the Kellers hardly pale in comparison. 
Joe Keller’s promise to build Chris ‘a house, stone, with a driveway from the road’ (41) and hand him a 
factory that ‘looks like General Motors’ (68), which he boasts that it is ‘one of the best shops in the 
state again… bigger than ever’ (32), provides further indication of the family’s prosperity in the post-war 
context. The American Dream is ubiquitous in the play; Mother tries to convince George in Act Two to 
do likewise and ‘look after’ himself. She extols the Lubeys as an ideal family, enumerating their ‘three 
children’ and their ‘house paid off’ as a reason to ‘stop being a philosopher’. The audience too is perhaps 
invited by Kate Keller to embrace a way of life that will ‘put a smile on’ their faces. !

!
I WONDER HOW THEY SLEEP AT NIGHT 
Evidently, the failure of the American Dream is conveyed less by these points of view than by the plot. 
Underscored in Kate’s motherly spiel are the tensions between the ‘big principles’ and the ‘big dope’ of 
material values   that bring the characters into conflict and transform their ‘dream’ into a sleepless 2

nightmare. A sombre ‘bluish light’ is cast over Act Three, as if to prepare the audience for the mourning 
that will take place at the play’s end, where the ‘smile’ that comes with a big house, a big business or big 
dreams is effaced by death. If Joe Keller condemns himself for abandoning ‘all (his) sons’ on the pretext 
of the ‘business’, Miller warns his audience against abandoning their ‘big principles’ to pursue the good 
life. In this light, Kate’s line, ‘Stop being a philosopher, and look after yourself’ cannot be more ironic. !

MOTHER (genuinely overcome with it). Annie, where did you get that dress! 
ANN. I couldn't resist. I'm taking it right off  before I ruin it. (swings around) How's that for three weeks' salary? (24) !
SUE. Research pays twenty five dollars a week… You've got to give up your life to go into it. (Act Two, 48)

MOTHER. And now you're going to listen to me, George. You had big principles, Eagle Scouts the three of  you… 
And that big dope—(pointing to Lydia's house) next door who never reads anything but Andy Gump has three 
children and his house paid off. Stop being a philosopher, and look after yourself.  Like Joe was just saying — 
You move back here, he'll help you get set, and I'll find you a girl and put a smile on your face. (Act Two, 67)
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!  The American Dream is often compared to a narcotic or hallucinogen; George Carlin famously quipped that ‘you have to be asleep to believe it’.2



WE DON’T NEED YOUR MONEY, MONEY, MONEY 
An anomaly in his ‘realistic’ community, Chris’s perspective appears closest to the playwright’s world 
view. His rueful monologue in the middle of Act One juxtaposes the material against the moral, but 
unlike Kate, he chooses ideals over money. He exalts ‘the love a man can have for a man’ — the ‘man for 
man’ responsibility his company of men showed without bravado. On the other hand, Chris speaks of 
business with a resentful tone, calling it a ‘rat-race’ that makes ‘suckers’ out of people. These harsh, 
pejorative terms  are also used to describe money and material goods as ‘loot’ with ‘blood on it’. Placed 
in the context of war and suffering, the American Dream of a ‘bank-book’, a ‘new car’ and ‘refrigerator’ 
are presented through Chris’s eyes as dishonourable, if not downright illicit. Wealth and capital are 
blighted by the language of shame and contrition (‘ashamed somehow’, ‘wrong to be alive’). !

!
In the next sequence, the stage directions (‘a little uneasily’) denote Chris’s apprehension towards 
inheriting his father’s business. This is not lost on Joe Keller, whose repeated assurances that it is ‘good 
money’ serve to confirm Chris’s feelings of shame for the audience. !

!
Yet, Chris’s shame does not amount to rejection of the American Dream and its ruinous consequences. 
An observant audience would detect the tentativeness in his idealism. He is presented as ‘ashamed 
somehow’, reacts only ‘a little uneasily’, responds to Joe ‘touched’ and declares he ‘will’ in fact use Joe’s 
money. The contradictions in the portrayal of Chris are neatly evidenced by his promises to make Ann 
‘so happy’, to ‘live’ the good life and to ‘make a fortune’. Like for his father, the vocabulary of the 
American Dream inevitably overwrites Chris’s initial vocabulary of contrition and social responsibility: !

!

CHRIS. I went to work with Dad, and that rat-race again. I felt—what you said—ashamed somehow. Because 
nobody was charged at all. It seemed to make suckers out of  a lot of  guys. I felt wrong to be alive, to open the 
bank-book, to drive the new car, to see the new refrigerator. I mean you can take those things out of  a war, but 
when you drive that car you've got to know that it came out of  the love a man can have for a man, you've got to be a 
little better because of  that. Otherwise what you have is really loot, and there's blood on it. I didn't want to take any 
of  it. (Act One, 38)

KELLER. I want a clean start for you, Chris. I want a new sign over the plant—Christopher Keller, Incorporated. 
CHRIS (a little uneasily). J. O. Keller is good enough. 
KELLER. We’ll talk about it. I’m going to build you a house, stone, with a driveway from the road. I want you to 
spread out, Chris, I want you to use what I made for you. (He is close to him now.) I mean, with joy, Chris, without 
shame... with joy.  
CHRIS (touched). I will, Dad. 
KELLER (with deep emotion). Say it to me.  
CHRIS. Why? 
KELLER Because sometimes I think you’re... ashamed of  the money. 
CHRIS. No, don’t feel that. 
KELLER. Because it’s good money, there’s nothing wrong with the money. (Act One, 41)

CHRIS. Annie, we're going to live now! I'm going to make you so happy. (He kisses her...) (Act One, 37) !
ANN. Because you have a right to whatever you have. Everything, Chris, understand that? To me, too... And the 
money, there's nothing wrong in your money. Your father put hundreds of  planes in the air, you should be proud. A 
man should be paid for that... 
CHRIS. Oh Annie, Annie... I'm going to make a fortune for you! (Act One, 38)
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WE NEED TO TAKE IT BACK IN TIME 
The use of future continuous tense (‘going to’) and present tense (‘now’) suggest to us Chris’s real 
priorities — to overcome the ravages of the past and to ‘live’ in the present with Ann. In other words, 
Chris is also a ‘low man’ ready to embrace the American Dream… at the expense of the transcendent 
values he espouses. While one might argue that Chris is an idealist at heart, he is defined by some 
degree of self-interest in his anaphoric repetition of ‘I want’. The audience also finds in his willingness to 
‘grub for money’ for a beautiful ‘family’ with ‘some kids’ echoes of Joe Keller. Introduced to us as ‘a man 
capable of immense affection and loyalty‘ — for the family as we come to realise — Chris too believes in 
working ‘for you’, taking a chance ‘for you’ and to ‘build something’ ‘for you’. The playwright consciously 
places his audience in an moral dilemma — do we rush to denounce Chris for his self-interest?  !

!
YOU CAN’T PUT A PRICE ON LIFE 
Less Christ-figure than abject mortal, Chris is set up as a tragic hero with fatal flaws  . His sacrifices and 3

‘immense... loyalty’ (11) are selfish in nature — not ‘man for man’ (38) but for Ann, his family and 
himself. He is a tragic hero whose anagnorisis   occurs in Act Three. He comes to realise that the 4

American Dream has reduced him to be ‘like everybody else now’, where the relentless repetition of 
‘practical’ adds to his sense of self-disgust (‘I spit on myself’). The practicality that has corrupted him is 
presented through animal imagery: he considers himself ‘a man who acted like a dog’, no different from 
‘the cats in that alley’ and not ‘human any more’ (87). The American Dream has failed the individual 
because it has proffered only dollars and cents whilst depriving him of transcendent, human qualities of 
love, compassion and mutual responsibility. Even for Chris, truth and sacrifice come second. !

!
Just as Chris recognise that the material principles are ‘the only one we live by’, he finally acknowledges 
that the money ‘bothers’ him and that he ‘can’t look at’ his father or himself (89). By the end of the 
play, Chris Keller repudiates his father… as well as the American Dream. 

CHRIS. If  I have to grub for money all day long at least at evening I want it beautiful. I want a family, I want 
some kids, I want to build something that I can give myself  to. Annie is in the middle of  that. (Act One, 17) !
KELLER. It was too late... They came with handcuffs into the shop, what could I do? (He sits on the bench.) Chris.... 
Chris, I did it for you, it was a chance and I took it for you. I’m sixty-one years old, when would I have another 
chance to make something for you? Sixty-one years old you don’t get another chance do ya? (Act Two, 77) !
KELLER. For you, a business for you! (Act Two, 78)

CHRIS. I could jail him! I could jail him, if  I were human any more. But I'm like everybody else now. I'm practical now. 
You made me practical. 
MOTHER. But you have to be. 
CHRIS. The cats in that alley are practical, the bums who ran away when we were fighting were practical. Only the 
dead ones weren't practical. But now I'm practical, and I spit on myself. I'm going away... now. (Act Three, 87) !
CHRIS. That’s the principle; the only one we live by — it just happened to a kill a few people, that’s all. The world’s 
that way, how can I take it out on him? What sense does that make! This is a zoo, a zoo! (Act Three, 88)
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"  The ‘tragic flaw’ is known as hamartia in classical tragedy. While Chris is hypocritical here, it is actually his sense of righteousness that leads to Joe’s suicide.3

"  Anagnorisis is the critical moment of discovery or self-realisation in classical tragedy. 4



The audience witnesses no such remorse on the part of Joe Keller. The structure of Miller’s tragedy 
relies on Keller discovering that his values are not shared by his sons, rather than the recognition that his 
values are morally wrong  . The American dream has clouded Keller’s thoughts to the point that he 5

completely denies his culpability. The exclamative, ‘I don’t know what you mean!’ and the rhetorical 
question, ‘What must I be forgiven?’ reflect a tenacity in his beliefs that cannot be shaken by Chris’s 
accusations or threats. Yet, there is a naïveté to his self-righteous outbursts. !

!
Like Chris, Mother, Frank and Jim, Keller represents a form of pragmatism that is the result of familial 
obligation (‘but I got a family’). Even in the denouement of the play, the audience hears Keller invoke 
the family (‘you wanted money…’) time and again as the reason for his actions. !

!
I take a more sympathetic view to Keller than Centola. I see him in many ways as a victim of his 
circumstances: the need to ‘provide for the family and succeed’ may not justify the deaths of twenty-
one heroic pilots but neither does it justify a complete lack of compassion from the audience. We are 
told at the start of Act Three that Jim has made sacrifices to be a ‘good husband’ to his wife and son 
(80). So has Keller. As Samuel Yorks proposes, the play ‘is the tragedy of Joe Keller; his society must 
understand rather than simply condemn him. He is a ‘typical product of a century’ slavishly devoted to 
the American Dream. Finally, Joe Keller is our tragic hero, a figure of pathos. !
WHY IS EVERYONE SO OBSESSED? MONEY CAN’T BUY US HAPPINESS. 
Jim, speaking with an authorial weight in the opening of Act Three, equates money with madness. His 
repetition of ‘money’ four times underscores the obsessiveness with which post-war America and 
Miller’s characters all seem to pursue it without truly knowing what it means or does not mean. !

!

KELLER. I don’t know what you mean! You wanted money, so I made money. What must I be forgiven? You 
wanted money, didn’t you? !
KELLER. I spoiled the both of  you. I should’ve put him out when he was ten like I was put out, and make him earn 
his keep. Then he’d know how a buck is made in this world. Forgiven! I could live on a quarter a day myself, but I 
got a family so I —  (Act Three, 83)

Like Willy Loman in Death of  a Salesman, Eddie Carbone in A View from the Bridge and Maggie in After the Fall, Joe Keller 
chooses to see himself  as a victim of  others, and of  circumstances imposed on businessmen like himself  during the 
Second World War. He adopts a counterfeit innocence and embraces the illusion that he is a victim of  society, of  
the competitive business world, of  the culture that makes it imperative for a man in American society to feel driven by 
the need to prosper, provide for the family, and succeed in attaining the forever elusive, unquestionably mythic 
American Dream. Keller denies his personal culpability  so that he can preserve his false image of  himself  and 
maintain the illusion that he has regained his rightful place in society.  

Steven R. Centola, ‘The Art of  the Possible.’

JIM. Half  of  my patients are quite mad. Nobody realises how many people are walking loose, and they're cracked as 
coconuts. Money. Money — money — money — money. You say it long enough it doesn't mean anything… Oh, 
how I'd love to be around when that happens! (Act Three, 79)
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"  He tells Kate, ‘to him, they were all my sons’. The use of ‘to him’ prefaces Larry’s point of view, not his; Joe Keller never truly comes to view the twenty-5

one pilots who died as his sons before deciding to kill himself.



Through the Greek chorus of Jim Bayliss  , the play seems to condemn the ‘madness’ of the American 6

Dream and its blind followers as walking around ‘cracked as coconuts’. On another level, the dramatic 
structure lays bare the disastrous consequences of adhering to material values at the expense of the 
social contract. The pretext of providing for the family paradoxically leads to Larry’s disappearance, 
fractures the Keller family, causes Chris to reject his own father. Ann’s self-interest drives her to reveal 
the letter and in doing so, trigger Keller’s tragic suicide. The pursuit of the ‘American Dream’, blind or 
conscious, has wrecked the lives of the Keller family  . 7

!
CONCLUSION - WE PAY WITH LOVE TONIGHT 
With its tragic conclusion, the play calls upon the audience to consider, or indeed reconsider, its own 
moral position in the sea of capitalistic greed and over-zealous consumption. Do we, as Kate exhorts, 
choose to ‘forget’ what we have watched and ‘live’ on as mad men (91)? Do we abandon our high-
minded principles and just ‘look after (ourselves)’ (67)? Or do we reject the false values of a 
materialistic milieu? Do we take up Chris’s challenge and be ‘responsible’ to our fellow man? !

!
The play posits the idea of ‘human perfectibility’ even in the midst of a corrupt, mad world. It suggests 
that one can always be, in Chris’s words, ‘better’ (91). To be ‘better’, one must first learn to forgive, no 
matter how grave one’s sins or the sins of another man. Live on… but forgive now. !
END. !!
FURTHER READING 
1. Christopher Bigsby. ‘All My Sons.’ In Arthur Miller: A Critical Study. Visit livreordie.wordpress.com/read 
2. Steven R. Centola. ‘The Art of the Possible.’ Visit livreordie.wordpress.com/read 
3. Stephen A. Lawrence. ‘The Right Dream in Miller’s Death of a Salesman.’ Visit livreordie.wordpress.com/read 
4. Arthur Miller. Death of a Salesman. Penguin Classics, 2000. Available in the CJC Library !

CHRIS. You can be better! Once and for all you can know there's a universe of  people outside and you're 
responsible to it, and unless you know that, you threw away your son because that's why he died. (Act Three, 91) !
CHRIS (almost crying). Mother, I didn't mean to — 
MOTHER. Don't dear. Don't take it on yourself. Forget now. Live. (Chris stirs as if  to answer.) Shhh.... (She puts his arms 
down gently and moves toward porch.) Shhh... (As she reaches porch steps she begins sobbing.) (Act Three, 91)
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"  In classical tragedy, a Greek Chorus is ‘a group of masked performers’ who comment on the dramatic action. Jim essentially comments on the actions of 6

the ‘mad’ characters in the play obsessed with money. Sue performs a similar function at the start of Act Two by telling us about Chris’s hypocrisy.

"  We could make the case that the Lubeys are spared this misery (mostly because of the luck of Frank missing the draft). Conversely, the Baylisses are not 7

the happiest couple. They survive, but in a pragmatic way that lacks the ‘meaning’ that Jim yearns for.



APPENDIX !
WHAT EXACTLY IS THE AMERICAN DREAM? 
The American Dream is ‘the belief that through the pioneer virtues of hard work, perseverance, 
ingenuity, and fortitude, one might find happiness through wealth’ (EduBlogs). In the context of All My 
Sons, the American includes the concept of family. The ‘fortune’ that Chris promises Ann is based on 
the premise of them being together (38). Keller reminds Kate that he ‘made money’ only because he 
‘got a family’ (83). Jim compromised on his personal mission to provide for the family (80). While we 
can safely argue that All My Sons indicts the capitalistic, self-interested practices of post-war America, 
keep in mind that self-interest overlaps with tribalism or family loyalty. !
Death of a Salesman is probably the more incisive picture of a failed American Dream. Reviewing the 
2012 production, Adam Shell calls it a ‘portrait of economic security in post-war America… [with its] 
themes of dashed dreams, economic inequality and the brutally competitive capitalist system’ bearing 
strong echoes to America today. In Joyce Carol Oates’s view, ‘Willy Loman is all of us’, a working man 
trying to get ahead, ‘clamouring for a bigger piece of the economic pie, a better job, a fatter paycheck’. 
While Joe Keller owns ‘one of the best shops’, Loman and sons are all losers in this rat-race. The 
American Dream has failed them. Loman himself ‘ignores the tangible things around him, such as the 
love of his family, while pursuing the success he hopes will bring his family security’ (LitCharts). Feeling 
lost, he commits suicide for insurance money to support his sons. He perpetuates a vicious cycle. !
!
THE BALLAD OF JIM AND CHRIS 
‘Counting Stars’ is strangely pertinent to the first two pages of Act Three. Keller’s material values and 
disregard for the larger community are sources of great distress for Chris. He would watch his father’s 
money, the ‘bank book’, the ‘new car’, the ‘refrigerator’ burn (38). Yet, Chris dreams of the life he and 
Ann could lead. Perhaps, as Jim posits, he watches ‘the star of [his] honesty’ go out, without fully 
rejecting the ‘dollars’ his father has earned (80). Jim has long since abandoned his ‘star’ to count dollars 
(80), even if he knows it won’t necessarily bring his family happiness (26). !

BIFF.  He had the wrong dreams. All, all wrong… He never knew who he was (Act Two).

Take that money. Watch it burn. Sink in the river. The lessons I learned… Lately, I’ve been, I’ve been losing sleep. 
Dreaming about the things that we could be. But baby, I’ve been, I’ve been praying hard. Said no more counting 
dollars. We’ll be counting stars. !
JIM (gently). You can't sit up all night, dear, why don't you go to bed? 
MOTHER. I’m waiting for Chris. Don't worry about me, Jim, I'm perfectly all right. 
JIM. But it's almost two o'clock. 
MOTHER. I can't sleep. (slight pause) You had an emergency? […] 
JIM. Oh, no, he'll come back. We all come back, Kate. These private little revolutions always die. The compromise 
is always made. In a peculiar way. Frank is right — every man does have a star. The star of  one's honesty. And 
you spend your life groping for it, but once it's out it never lights again. I don't think he went very far. He probably 
just wanted to be alone to watch his star go out (Act Three, p79-80). !
JIM. I've only met you, Ann, but if  I may offer you a piece of  advice—When you marry, never—even in your mind 
— never count your husband's money (Act One, p26).
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